
Type II, critical-flow, largewidth reduction flumes are illustrated 
inFigure 14 and differ from Type flumes only in that the throat contrac¬tion 

is suffiient to ensure that critical flow is achieved. This givesthe 
advantage of requiring measurement at only one location, which maybe 

either in the immediate approach to the flume or in the 
throat.Measurement 

in the approach will yield a more sensitive stage-dishargerelationship 
beause hanges in discharge will result in greater changesin 

depth 
in flow than would like hanges in discharges incritical flow. 

Unortunately, the stage-discharge relationship in theapproah may be 
unstable due to approac conditions such as scour andfill. Cosequetly, 
stage 

is usually meaured in the throat to allevi¬ate influence from either 
upstream or downstream. Approach conditionscan have some effect on 

flow in the throat, but it is generally insig¬nificant. The ite at 
whch 

critical depth is first reached may shiftfurther downstream into 
the throat as a result of excessive depositionin the approach. For this 

reason, and to avoid possible flow separa¬tions near the entrance, 
stage measurements in the throat should not betoo lose to the entrance. 

Flow close to critical is very unstable,constantly attempting to 
become either subritical or supercritical.Therefore, this type of flump 

is seldom encountered in practice,Type III, tranquil-flow, 

elvation 
flumes areshown in Figure 15. Because of te requirement for 

dual gaging pointsand the partial barrier to the approahing flow, whch 
will encouragedepostion of suspended solids, such designs are not 

commonly used.Type IV, superritical-flow, width-reduction, steep-slope 

flumes areillustrated in Figure 16. For flumes that have bed slopes 
of near zero,critical depth is the depth possible in the flume. 

Further con¬traction, _eiter at the sides or bottom, will not produce 
upercriticalflow. This can be accomplished only by increasing the available 

spe¬cfic energy from the approach ino the throat. For Type IV flumes,the 
bed is placed on a slope sufficient to cause the required increasein 

specific energy to produce supercritical flow in the throat. It 
maybe thought of as a Type II flume tilted in the downstream direction.Only 

a single gaging point is required.Type V, supercritical-flow, 
width-reduction, drop-in-bed flumes 

aredepicted 
in Figure 17. Here the inrease in specfic energy requiredto 

acheve supercritical flow is provided by a sudden drop in the 
bed.Measurement of head is made either in the throat or the approach. 

Adischarge 
rating based upon measurements in the region of supercriticalflow, 
while not as sensitive as compared wth meaurements in subriti¬cal 

flow, is the least influenced by disturbances either upstream ordownstream, 
and hence is apt to be the most stable. Siilarly, suhflumes are 

the most capable of stable operation up to high submergences.67 
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Type VI, supercritical-flow, steep-slope flumes are illustrated in Fig¬ure 
18. Here there is no contraction, the increase in specific 

energynecessary for achieving supercritical flow being produced simply 
byproducing sufficient downstream slope. Although a slope of one degreeis 

usually sufficient to produce ritical depth in the vicinity of 
theupstream edge of the apron, waves and disturbances are apt to be numer¬ous 

downstream. For this reason slopes on ordinary concrete apronswill 
more typically range from to 

5.Site 

Selection - A few recommendations for the selection of gaging itesapply 
in general to all types of commonly-encountered flumes. Theflumes 

should be located in a straight setion of channel without 
bendsimmediately 

upstream. The approaching flow should be well distributedacross 
the channel, and relatively free of turbulence, eddies, andwaves. 
Generally, a site with high velocity of approach should not 

beselected. 
But, if the water surface just upstream is smooth with nosurface 

boils, waves, or high-velocity urrent concentratins, acuracymay not 
be greatly affected by velocity of 

approach.Consideration 

should be given to the height of upstream banks, notingtheir 
ability to sustain the increased dept caused by the flume installation. 

Although less head is lost trough flumes than over weirs,particularly 
if flat-bottomed flumes are used, losses may be signifi¬cant with 

large installations. The possibility of submergence of theflume due 
to backwater from downstream must also be investigated, al¬though te 
effect of submergene upon the accuracy of most fumes ismuc less than 

is the case with weirs.Subcritical 

(Venturi) 
Flumes - Subcritical flumes are called true ven¬turi type flumes 

by some researchers, eg (8), probably because of their requirement 
for the measurement of flow levels at twopositions. The Type and 

III flumes discussed earlier are examples ofdesigns of such devies. 
Because of their advantage of requiring oly asingle measurement, superritical 

flumes are generally preferred designapproaches and, consequently, 
subritical flumes are not often installedtoday. They are evaluated in 

Table 13.Parshall Flume - The development 

of many early flumes arose from theneed to measure irrigation flows, 
and the Parshall flume is no excep¬tion. he earlier designs were 

Types I, II, and III flumes, and theessential change introduced by 
Parshall was a drop in the floor whichproduced supercritial flow through 

the throat (Type V) Today theParshall flume is the most widely 
used primary device in the head-areaclassification for the measurement 

of sewage and other wastewater. Theconfiguration and standard 
nomenclature 

for Parshall flumes is given inFigure 19. For given throat width 
all other dmensions are rig¬idly prescribed. Since the ratng tables 

for Parshall flumes are basedupon extensive and meticulous research, 

faithful adherence to all dimen¬sions is necessary to acheve acuracy.71 
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TABLE 13. SUBCRITICAL (VENTURI) FLUME 



NOTE 76cm (3m) TO 4m (8ft) FLUMES HAVEROUNDED APPROACH THROAT 



The earlier Parshall flumes were developed in sizes (throat 
widths)ranging 

from 7,6 cm (3 in.) to 2.4m (8 ft). More recently, Robinso(29) 
has calibrated Parshall flumes of 2.5 cm (1 in.) and 5.1 cm (2 in.)in 

size Flumes with throat widths of 3 to 15m (10 to 50 ft) have 
eenconstructed and field calibrated. Head-discharge ratings are thusavailable 

for a large range in throat width. Table 14 is presented togive 
the reader a "feel" for the diensions and capacities of all sizesof 

standard Parshall flumes.Flow 

through a Parshall flume may be either free or submered. In freeflow, 
only the upstream head (Ha) need be measured, and this coditionis 

favored 
for accurate measurement. Where freefall conditions eistfor all 

flows, the downstream may be omtted and the entire di¬verging section 
left off if desired, assuming channel erosion is noproblem Thi 

siplification has been used in the design of small port¬able Parshall 
flumes.Submerged flow 

exists when the water surface elevation downstream ofthe flume s high 
enough to affect the head and retard the rate of dis¬charge. The degree 

of submergence is indicated by the ratio of thedownstream head 
to 

the upstream head If the ratio is greaterthan 0.6 for flumes under 
0,3m (1 ft) or 0.7 for flumes in te 0.3 to2.4m (1 to 8 ft) range, 

flow 
must be considered to be submerged andcorrections must be made 

according to the degree of submergence. Aomplete treatment of the 
subject is given by (30, 31).Small solids in suspension are readily 

carried 
trough Parshall flumesand do not affect the measurement acuracy, 

which should range between1.5 percent (virtually the best obtainable) 
to 5 percent (more typicalof good field installations) Errors greater 
than this are frequentlyfound, the hief auses being either dimensional 

inacuraies or improper flow conditions. Although Parshall flumes 

are selfcleaning,large rocks and other debris in the flow may caus 
problems. (28) notes that, on be e Another problem with the use 
of a Parshall flumen measurng diry flows such as sewage I tha ometimes the 

installa¬ton must differ from the standard so as to prevent deposition of mate¬ral 
upstream from the flume. Such non-standard entrance transitionscan 

result in discharges that are quite different from standard valuesas 
pointed 

out by et al (32)The head loss required for flow measurement 
with a flume isquite small. There must be a way to achieve the required 

drop in thefloor, however, and 
this 

will elminate some from consideration.Parshall flumes are evaluated 
in Table 15.Palmer-Bowlus Flume - Flumes of the type first 

suggested 
and developedby Palmer and (27) are a form of Type IV flume, 

being 
dependent75 
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TABLE 15. PARSHALL FLUME 



upon existing condut slope and channel contraction (provided by 
theflume) to produce supercritical flow. ad (33) and Wellsand (34) have 

discussed various design aspets of such flumes.Such flumes arose out 
of desire to have measurement device thatcould be inserted into 

an existing conduit with minimal site require¬ments other than 
sufficient slope. A number of different cross-sectionshapes have been used 

over the years. Typical shapes for round andrectanular conduits 
are depicted in Figure 20. A proprietary flume,the which was Introduced 

n 1965, is a type flume with a rectangular ross-section and is 
designed for usewith circular pipes.In the detailed laboratory 

studies 
conducted by 

Wells 

and Gotaas (34)they found that accuracies within ±3 of the theoretical 
rating curvecould be obtained at depths as great as 90 of the pipe 

diameter. Noeffect of downstream depth on calibraton was found for 
submergenceratios less than 0.85. Various geometric efets were 

investigated, andit was found that a minmum throat length of at least 60 
percent of thepipe diameter was required, that the base height and exit 

transitionshad no effect on the calibration, that a variation of entrance 
transi¬tion slope from 1:3 to 1:2 had a negligible effect, and that 

the pointof upstream depth measurement should be no more than half 
of 

the pipediameter uptream from the entrance to the flume.n some 
designs 

e.g. Figure 20e the bottom slab or base is 

omittedentirely. 
It is more often included, however, both to help 

distributethe overall channel contraction and to provde tructural integrity, 
animportant feature for portable devices especially.The chief advantage 
of Palmer-Bowlus flumes over Parshall flues 

istheir 
ease of installation in existing onduits. They may also 

offersomewhat lower head loss. They share all of the benefits listed in 
thediscussion of Parshall flumes. In ordinary designs operating under 

lowflow conditions, the bottom slab acts as a broad-crested weir, 
whosecharacteristic were discussed earlier. A disadvantage of 

Palmer-Bowlusflumes 
is that they have a smaller range, with 20:1 being eldom 

ex¬ceeded. 
Standard Palmer-Bowlus flumes are available to fit pipe izesfrom 

15.2 m (6 in.) to 2.4m (8 ft). Palmer-Bowlus flues are evaluatedin 
Table 16.As statedby Palmer and (27), T impoant ao n the and any 

dece a 
that 

con¬tition o be ped in the hanne t poduce critcaeocty with the o 

enegy and that the and the deic are important a ey e the probe at 
hand 

n a pactica (35) has in¬troduced an unconventional sort of 
Palmer-Bowlus 

flume Figure 21.He achieved channel contraction by wedging a 
pier-shaped element in78 
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TABLE 16. PALMER-BOWLUS FLUME 



WATER 



the pipe between the crown and the invert. Experimental observationsonfirmed 
the theoretical rating curve determined under the same 

as¬sumptions as for standard Palmer-Bowlus flume Limiting submergencewas 
found to be between 0.75 and 0.85.The 

ief drawback to such a metering devce is that it poses a severeobstrution 
to the flow and, if applied to trashy or debrs-laden flows,it almost 

surely invites, in time, either its own destruction or block¬age of 
the conduit. As a portable however, it can be installedquickly and may 

have some use. The Diskin devie is evaluated inTable 17.Cutthroat 
Flume 

- 
The cutthroat flume was developed for use in flatgradient channels 
where a flume which could operat satisfactorilyunder both free 

(critical) flow and submerged flow conditions might bedesred. It operates 
as either a Type I or Type II flume. The advan¬tages of a flume wth 
a level floor are that it is easy to onstrutand can be placed inside 

an exsting channel without requirng excava¬tion, smply by placing it 
on the channel bed. Studies reported by et al (30) showed that 

flow depths measured In the exit sec¬ton of the flume resulted in more 
accurate submerged flow calbratoncurves tan calibrations employing flow 

depths measured in th throatection Since the upstream depth measurement 
is made near the entrane, there is no need for a throat seton in 

such flume; In fact,removng the throat section was found to improve 
flow conditions n theexit section. Skogerboe, et al (36), who performed 

the development workon these flume, have given the name "Cutthroat" 
to 

any such flume tathas no throat section (i.e., zero throat length). A 
rectangular cut¬throat flume is illustrated in Figure 22.One of the 
benefits of a cutthroat flume is economy, 

since fabriationis facilitated by the flat bottom and removal of the 
throat section.Another fabriation advantage is that every flume ize 
has the same walllengths, which allows te same forms or patterns to be 

used for everyflume size. Rectangular cutthroat flume sizes of 0.3, 
0.6, 0,9, 1.2,and 1.8m (1, 2, 3, 4, and ft) have been tudied extensively 

bySkogerboe, et al (36). Transiton submergences were found 
to varysmoothly from 79 to 88 over this range. Above these values, 

the flowi subritcal (submerged) and the submerged flow calibraton 
curvesmust be used.Similar utthroat flumes of a trapezodal shape with 

sdes sloping 

ward at 45 degrees were also investigated by Skogerboe, et al (36) 
insmall 

zes, i.e., throat wdths of 0, 15, and 30 cm (0, 6, and 12 
inDevelopment 

of Intermediate and larger sizes was not attempted becauseof the 
varety of possible geometries that could be used. Cutthroatflumes are 
evaluated in Table 18.82 
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TABLE 18. CUTTHROAT FLUME 



Other Flumes - Several other flume desgns have been used to solve spe¬ific 
problem. These flume may: (a) be easer to construct for cer¬tain 

types of stes; pass sedment-laden flows more readily; handle a 
wider range of flows under ertain conditions; (d) haveincreased 

sensitivity in a partiular flow range; et. As generalrule they have 
not been as extensively investigated as the Parshallor Palmer-Bowlus 

flumes, and les is known about their behavior overa wide range of 
conditions.San Dimas Flumes - 

As an example, the San Dimas flume was developed tomeasure debris-laden 
flows in the San Dimas Experimental forest in 1938.It is a modified 

Type IV flmp in that it uses lateral contraction plusa 3% slope n its floor 
to create supercritical flow. In the entry,the floor rises quickly 

to the crest, after which it falls as indicatedin Figure 23a. Because 
head measurements are made in supercriticalflow in the throat and 

crtical depth occurs upstream, the dischargeratings should be 
independent of upstream and downstream Variation in approach conditions 

also should have little effect on theratings. Because of its rectangular 
cross-setion, the San Dimas flumeis not sensitive or accurate at low 

flows. Results of tests on modifiedSan Dimas flumes were reported by 
(37) who reduced the degree ofcontraction of the flume relative to th 

natural channel, provided aless abrupt entrance, and measured the head 
at the midpoint of the flumeregardless of lengt. The modified San Dimas 
lume is depicted 23b. San Dimas flumes are evaluated in Table 

19.Trapezoidal 
Flumes - In attempts to obtain wider ranges 

of dishargethan those that ca be obtained with or San Dimas flumes, 
sev¬eral invetigators have considered supercritical trapezoidal 

flumes.hese 
generally operate as Type IV flumes. The outward sloping of 

theflume walls provides increased sensitivity to lower discharge rates 
fora given size and, hence, increased range. The possible elements of 

atrapezoidal flume are indicated in the isometric sketch in Figure 
24.All of these elements need not be included in particular design, 

how¬ever. In the trapezoidal cuttroat flume discussed earlier, for exam¬ple 
the throat section is absent. Other designs eliminate thediverging 

and exit sections where channel erosion ie not a problem, 
andso on.Serious investigations of trapezoidal flumes began to be reported 

inincreasing 
numbers in the late 1950s. Geometric variations are so 

nu¬merous that no attempt will be made here to describe them all. 
Robinson(38) 

has extensively investigated a trapezoidal flume with a flat 
floorthroughout the flume that conforms to the general slope of the 

channel.Other 
desins, such as the one reported by (39), have the floorsloping 

slightly towards the center to form a very sallow "V".86 





TABLE 19. SAN DIMAS FLUME 





Sizes and maximum discharge capacities for trapezoidal flumes 
varywdely. Some are apable of measuring flows under 28 (1 cfs),while 

one of the largest known to the writers (located near Tombstone,Arizona) 
as a throat wdth of 36.6m (120 ft) and Is rated to a maximumdischarge 

of 736,000 /s (26,000 cfs).When the 

throat width is reduced to zero, suh flumes are more properlytermed 
triangular flumes. Distinct advantages of a triangular flumeare its 

ability to measure acurately over a wide range of flows andIts high 
tolerance for submergence. Some designs can tolerate sub¬mergences 

a hig as 90, as opposd to the 60 noted earlier or theParshall lume. 
Trapezoidal flumes will lie between these two valuesdepending on their 

individual geometries. Trapezoidal flumes, includingtriangular, are 
evaluated in Table 20.Type H, and HL 

Flumes - The U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service 
has HS, H, and HL type flumes in use in manysmall watersheds. These 

USDA 
(40) flumes are illutrated in Fgures 25and 26, It s pointed out that 

all dimensions are proportional to thetotal depth (height) of a gven 
flume. These flumes have the advantageof simple construction and 

reasonably good accuracy over a wid rangeof flows. A variety of sizes are 
available to measure flows rangngfrom 0.006 (0.0002 cfs) to 3,400 
(120 cfs).These flumes dffer from the flume 

types 

disussed earler because theyare In fact, more wer than flume. They are 
more properly termed openchannel flow nozzles but are included here 

because of hstorical prece¬dent. Their design attempts to combne the 
sensitivty and acuracy ofthe sharp-crested weir and the self-cleanng 
features of the flume. Theresult is a compromse n both. The flat, 

unobstructed 
bottom allowsthe passing of silt better than a weir. Like te 

wer, 
flow control isachieved by dschargng through harp-edged opening. 

However, theflow is contracted gently from the sides only, much like 
the convergingseton of ordnary flumes. The plane of the ext tlts 

backward 
towardthe incomg flow. Like welrs these flumes should be used in 

free outfall stuatons, and the mnmum head loss will be the measured 
head.Head 

is measured upstream in subritical but accelerating flow, 
andcrtical 

flow occurs over the crest as with an ordinary weir,These 
devces 

are capable of measuring quite wide rages of flow in 

someInstances. 
For example Soil Conservation Service ratng tables forH flumes 

indcate possible ranges of 175:1 for a 0.15m (0.5 ft) flumeand 
5633:1 

for a 1.38m (4.5 ft) flume. Type HS, H, and HL flumes areevaluated 
as a group Table 21.Open Flow NozzlesAs mentioned In the 

discussion 
of Type HS, H, and HL flumes, 

the open(channel) 

flow nozzle Is a combnation of flume and sharp-crested wer.90 



TABLE 20. TRAPEZOIDAL 







TABLE 21. TYPE HS, H, AND HL FLUME 



Unlike the onventional weir, it can handle suspended solids rather 
effectvely, 

as a self-souring acton exists, and relatively large solidswill 
pass without cloggng. Use of open flow nozzles for heavy sludge,however, 

s not recommended unless calibraton is for suh use. Any depostion will 
alter te contour of the nozzle and, hence, its flowcharacterstics. 

For this reason the top of the nozzle is open n mostdesigns to allow 
for ready Inspection and cleanng.Conversely, the 

open flow nozzle does not have the good head recoverycharacterstcs 
of 

the flume. The loss of head through the device willbe at least one 
pipe diameter. Open flow nozzles are designed to beattached to the 

end of a conduit flowng partially full and must ds¬charge to a free 
fall.As wth all head-area 

meters, the desgn is such that predetermnedrelationship exists 
between the depth of the liqud within the nozzleand the rate of flow. 

In 
one desgn (the nozzle) the cross-section Is shaped so that ths 

relationshp is lnear. In another de¬sgn (the parabolic nozzle) the 
relatonshp 

is parabola so that eachunit inrease In flow produces smaller 
incremental increase in head.The discharge profiles of these two nozzles 

are depicted n Figure 27.Open flow nzzles are factory alibrated and 

offer reasonable accuracy(often better than ±5% of the reading) even 
under rather severe fieldcondtons. Standard szes are avalable from 15 
to 91 cm (6 to 36 In.)in dameter, with maximum capacites up to 850 (30 

cfs). These de¬vces are capable of ranges of 20:1 or better and, for 
a gven site,wll exceed the range of either a Parshall flume or a 

sarp-crestedweir. Parabolc nozzle lengths are roughly four tme the 
diameter,whle Kennison nozzle lengths are twice the diameter. Open 

flow 
require a length of straight pipe Immediately upstream of 

thenozzle, 
and the slope of the approach pipe must not exceed ertain lim¬ts 

(dependng upon nozzle sze and profile) or else the calbrationwill be 
In error. Open flow nozzles are evaluated In Table 22.The open flow 
nozzles discussed above were characterzed by a cross-sectional 

profile shaped to give a better depth-discharge relationshipthan 
the ordinary ircular pipe cross-secton The latter can be usedfor indicating 

flow, but high accuracies are not normally achieved,±10 or worse 
being typical. The method, developed by (41), iscommoly referred 

to as the Calforna ppe method, and uses as he pr¬mary devie a straight, 
level (zero slope) section of pipe at leat sxdameters In length (see 

Fgure 28a). The pipe, whch cannot be flowingfull, must be located so that 
there Is free fall for the liquid at itsext, i.e., it must dscharge 

freely Into air. Also the velocity of ap¬proach must be at a mnimum. The 
measurement taken Is the distane fromthe rown of the pipe to the free 

water surface at the exi. Anemprcallydeveloped ratng formula (or set 
of 

tables) is used, knowing95 





TABLE 22. OPEN FLOW NOZZLE 



ZERO 

SLOPE•6d 

OR GREATERa. 



the ppe diameter, to convert ths dstance (pipe diameter minus waterdepth 
at the ext) to discharge. The expermental data used to developthe 

formula were obtained on steel ppes from 7.6 to 25.4 (3 to10 in.) 
in diameter, but tables can be found extendng up to 0.9m (3 ft)dameter 

pipes. It has also been observed that, for depths greater thanhalf the 
diameter, dscharges do not necessarly follow the for¬mula, Except for 

its poorer accuracy, the Californa ppe method ex¬hibits similar 
characterstics to the other open flow nozles and,consequently, will not 

be separately evaluated.Trajectory MethodsThe 

Californa ppe 
method, 

although dscussed under ope flow nozzles,may also be consdered as a 
trajectory method. Trajectory methods arenot true head-area methods, 
but appear to fit in the dsusson at thspoint. There are a number of 

technques, both theoretically and empr¬cally derived, but all share In 
common the taking of two measurementsone in the vertical and one in the 

line of the ppe axs (X) as Indicated in Fgure 28. Lke the Calforna pipe 
method they should beviewed as methods for producing flow estimates 

rather than accuratemeasurements. The theoretcally based methods 
generally Ignore resist¬ance effects and thereby arrive at a parabolic 

ontour for the enterline issung stream. These measurements, as Indated 
in the secondsketch of Figure 28b, should preferably be used when 

applyng theoretical methods as opposed to those indcated In the first 
sketch of Fig¬ure 28b, but field condtions and operator experence play 

a muchgreater role in Improving the dsharge estimate.When the 
mid-depth value of Y has been set at one foot 

(Figure 

28b) andthe pipe is horizontal but not-flowing full, the dharge in 
gallonsper minute is approximated by 1,800 tmes the product of the 

cross-sectional area of the issuing stream and the value of S measured 
Infeet. Other empircally developed coordinate or trajectory 

methods(e.g., the metod) have been put forth over the years in theform 
of equations, tables, and curves, but lttle comparative work hasbeen 

performed. Because of the lack of accuracy of such techniques andthe 
infrequent occurrence of sutable freely discharging ppes In stormand 

combined sewers, trajectory and other free overfall methods will notbe 
evaluated or discussed further,FLOW VELOCITYThe flow rate of a stream 

can be expressed as the product of 

the meaflow 

velocty across a cross-section and the flow area at that point.In open 
channel flow, this will generally require two separate measure¬ments, 

one to determine mean velocty and the other to determne flowdepth. 
Under pressurized flow onditions, the condut cross-section isthe area, 

and only the velocity need be measured. A complcaton 99 



this seemingly smple procedure is that the veloity profile of a flows 
dependent upon many factors, and frequently a series of veloctymeasurements 

will be necessary in order to arrive at the average veloc¬ity 
across a section. The followng quotaton from the Bureau ofReclaation 

(10) is gven to illutrate some of the vagaries and methdsfor Implementation: 
The ooing mod are to meanv& in a tine ith a current (71 Topoint 

method. -te&-dep method(3 method(4) method(5) 
Intertion 

mthod[6 Two-te& 

method(7) point method8] 

continuu mehodThe wo-point method & 
eaAg 

the veocity at 0.1 
and 

enat the depth 
the 

wateA and the 
aveage 

theto e&Aee& The 
obtanabe 

ith & method & nigh and U 

The method d not be 3Ae the depth e than 2 The teth-depth method co¥ the 
at 0.6 the depth th wateA , and the topoint method not appicabe The 

method 
aa r.The method the eoat ea inteAcLU o 0.5 oot or more and cacuatin 

mea, or inding the man a cure obtained bypottng the eAee on The i& but 
time conuming and 

The method invove the veocity neaA the wateA and then it by ranging 

0.5 to0.95. on the dth aeA the veoiy and te nature the or bed The 
the exct the e and mehod.The interaion method i& peromed by the aong 

aeA tine by and uniomy 
and 

raiing the throughout the range dep wo or more The mthod &not accurate 
and be &d copao or quck rouhce&.100 



The and continuou eod& aAe t on a - thection - the true dicharge and 
the ve& by method& mehod& are riabe eo hichundergo no eA& change or 

dormation.For conduts flowing full and under pressure, the velocity profile 
willbe a funtion of the Reynolds number, the cross-sectional shape, and thewall 

roughness, among other factors. As n the case for open channelflow, some 
prior 

knowledge 

of the flow haracterstics is necessary inorder to use single velocty 
reading to compute dscharge.In the following discussion it is generally 
assumed that such knowledgeexsts, having been obtained by calibraton 

(or other measurements) atthe ste or from other empirical work. 
Methods for measuring the stagefor determining flow area in 

open 
channel flow are also assumed and willnot be addressed here. It is 

common practice to refer to devices inthis category as velocity meters 
when they are normally applied to pres¬surized flow and a current 

meters 
when they are normally applied toopen hannel flow, but no real 

distinction 
should be attahed to theterms. A good review of velocity 

measuring devies has been recentlyprepared by (42) and liberal use has been 
made of some of hiscomments In the followng paragraphs.FloatsIn the 
float method of determinng flow velocty, one or more floats areplaced 

in the stream and their time to travel a measured distance is 
de¬termned. The simple use of surface floats, floats immersed less 

thanone 
fourth of the flow depth, is the 

least 

desirable of all as they maybe subjeted to wind effects in addition to 
current effects. Since thesurface velocity is greater than the mean 

veloity, 
a correcton must beappled. For reasonably smooth flows in regular 

conduits, the orrectonfactors range from around 0.7 to 0.9 depending 
upon flow depth, conduitshape, and other factors.Another method makes 
use of oranges, whch float mostly submerged andwork fairly well in the 

shallow flow found in many sewers. Somewhatmore sophsticated are the rod 
floats, which consist of square orround rod (usually wooden) the rod 
is desgned with weghted 

end sothat t will float in a vertical position with the length of the 
im¬mersed portion approxmately 0.9 times the depth of the flow. The 
rea¬soning here is that the velocity of a rod float which extends 

from thewater surface almost to the bottom wll be very nearly the same 
as themean velocity of the flow.A further improvement in accuracy 

Is known as the integrating floatmethod, which Is discussed by (43). 
Here, buoyant spheres are101 



released from the channel floor and are dsplaced downstream as theyrise 
to the surface. The time from the moment of release to the momentof 

surfacing is measured as Is the dstance traveled downstream. 
Theproper selection of sze and specifc ravity of the spheres for par¬ticular 

flow depth minmizes the error caued by initial ascent accel¬eration 
and permits a flow measurement method that automaticallycompensates 

for veloty distributions in a channel. The method isbest suited 
for fairly low velocities.These 

methods 
should only be used for makng rough estates and arenot well 

suited 
for many torm or combined sewer applications, especially the 

integratng floats. They are evaluated in Table 23.TracersIn an 

attempt 
o 

improve upon the accuracy of float velocity mehods,many investgators 
turned to the use of liquid tracers to measure veloc¬ity. Dye, salt, and 

radioactive tracer substance have been used. Inprnciple, slug of 
tracer is instantaneously introduced into the flowat an upstream staton, 

and the tme of travel to a downstream statona known distance away s 
measured. The tenique should not be confusedwith dilution tehniques wih 
will be discussed later.When dyes are ued, the 

technque 

Is sometmes referred to as the color-veloty method. Potassium 
permanganate, 

sodium and dyes have been commonly used In application,the 
downstream tme should be noted when the center of the mass of ol¬ored 

liquid passes. Considerable judgment is requred to determne thecenter of 

mass of the dye pattern and, onsequently, the acuracy oftimng Is 
lmited. 

In actuality, the peak oncentration Is often In hgh velocity 
flows, 

ar entraned near the surface and pray abovethe surface can further 
degrade the measurement. Also, it may be un¬certain whether the observed 

velocty is the mean velocity ofthe stream or jut the velocity 
of 

the surface. Careful use of a can help elminate part of the 
uncertainties, 

but hgh accura¬cies should not be expected as a rule.A more 
precse method uses salt as the tracer and is often referred toas the Alen 

salt velocity method. It is based on 

the fact that saltin solution increases the electrical conductivity 
of 

water. In appli¬cation, quantty of salt solution is forced nto 
the stream underpressure through quk-closng valves. In determining the 

average ve¬locty of the salt solution, two pairs of electrodes are 
installed Inthe stream a known ditance apart The electrodes are 

energized 
by anelectrcal current, and the resistivity of the water path 

Is 
measured.The greater conductivity of the salt soluton wll appear as 

a decreasein resistance and, hence, an increase in current flow. If 
the ele¬trodes are connected to control recording galvanometer, the 
graph 

of102 
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current strength will have two bumps that indicate the passng of 
thesalt 

lug past each pair of electrodes. The distance on the chart be¬tween 
these two humps (or peaks) is a measure of the time of travel,and 

from ths and the electrode spacing the flow velocity can be ob¬tained. 
Salt-velocty methods are more amenable to automation 

thancolor-veloity 
methods. However, ths requres rather special equp¬ment not 

familiar to average personnel, and its use s relatvely ex¬pensive. 
Wth care, acuracies of better than ±2 can be achieved.Ths method Is 

sometmes used to calibrate other flow measurement devices in place. 
can also be 

used 

as velocity tracer much as n the salt-velocty method. The sensors here 
are scintillaton counters or counters, but the appliation Is essentially 

as described above. Therequrements for Federal licensing, 
expensive 

equipment, and highlytrained personnel together with the 
reluctance 

on the part of the publicto accept deliberate Introduton of radoactive 
ubstances into theirwater tend to lmit the application of ths 

technque. Tracer velocitymethods as a group are evaluated n Table 
24.VortexThere 

are two major sub-types of vortex 

meters, 

the 
difference being inwether vortex rotaton or vortex generation is 

measured.VortexVelocty - The vortex-velocity meter has been 

discussed by (44) and (45) It is deigned to be used in pipes flowing 
fulland under pressure. Essentially the meter is condut having a bulgeon 

one side. Flow trough the conduit results in a vortex pool in 
theenlarged secton of the conduit. A vortex cage located in the poolcounts 

its revolutions, which are related to the flow velocity. 
Thesemeters 

can be qute accurate (to ±0.55 of the readng) in certain flowsand 
have a usual of around 10:1. They are sensitve andhave very low pressure 

loss. However, solids n the flow and potentialfouling problems 
make the device appear generally unsutable for sewageapplications. 

Vortex-velocity meters are evaluated in Table 25.Closely related to the 
operating prnciple of the vortexvelocity meterIs a current meter 

developed In Rusia. As described by (8) "The co&&& a tube hich hape 
into a ith wo eg&. In one the eg& eAa o& to the a& are cut 

throughthe tube A bait & eq to that the gaged in the tube The & 
pace in the &ea o that thedirection the coincide ith the the Thed 

in 
the tube i& in motion by the through the o& and the mo& aAd the &ed 

at 
a ratedepnding on the Advantge the are104 
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to tight weght and to at ow veoc¬itie and dp& a a& one Such a device 
would not seemwell suited for drty flows such as sewage becaue of fouling 

problems.Eddy-Sheddng - In these devies, whch can be used in open 

channel aswell a pressurized flow, the measure is the count of the 
frequency 

ofthe vortex street formed behind strut in the flow. This 
phenomenonis well treated by (46) This shedding frequency is di¬retly 

proportonal to the flow veloity and the number andinversely proportional 
to the diameter of the strut. Typical lowethreshold values are 

around 0.03 to 0.06 (0.1 to 0.2 Variousmeans of detecting the 
eddies ave been tred Includng acoustic sen¬sors and pressure transducers 

downstream from the strut and a variablereluctance tranducer attached 
to the strut to measure its vibration.Problems have bee met, many of 

them doubtless arsing fro the compli¬cations in the uniform pattern 
of 

the eddies caused by natural turbu¬lence in the flow. Of course, any 
colletion of debris on the strut willcause serious errors. Accuracies 

as hgh as ±1 have been achieved un¬der ideal conditions, and ranges of 
50:1 are commonplace. Eddy-sheddingmeters are evaluated in Table 

26.Turbine 
MetersThe turbne meter uses a turbine (which rotates about a 

horizontal axis)with many small blades 

of slight 

curvature 
to measure flow velocity.The turbie meter, discussed by (47) and 

Yard (48), s probablyavailable in more vaiation than any other 
mechanical meter. They arechiefly used in measurng flows in pipes that 

are flowng full and un¬der pressure. Turbie meters can be quite accurate 
(±0.5% of reading)if properly calibrated, and their repeatability is 

often better than±0.1. Linear operaton over a 15:1 range is not 
uncomon. 

There issome pressure loss asocated wth turbne meters, and they 
are not welluted for liquds ontainng suspended solid, entrained 

air, 
or trashand debris. Turbine meters are evaluated in Table 27. 

MetersEssential 
features of these meter are a wheel (prmary devie) whchrotates 

when immersed in the flow, and a provision (secondary 

devce)for determinng 

ether the number of turns of the wheel or Its rate ofrotation. may 
be 

grouped Into one of twosub-types, depending upon whether ther axs 
of 

rotaton is horzontalor vertical. Some writers refer to them as 
propeller 

meters (horzontal-axis) or cup-type meters (vertical-axis). 
Strictly 

speakng, the tur¬bne meter would fall In the horizontal-axs class 
but, because of itsgreater lmitations, it was addressed separately. 

There 
has been along-standing debate on which of the two classes of 

current 
eter is better, and the issue wll not be belabored here.107 
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Both have proper applicatons with both advantages and dsadvantages.Horzontal-axis 
meters have found wde use in pipe lines, water mains,and 

high-flow applications that require a low permanent pressure drop.They 
an handle higher flow rates than volumetric (positive displace¬ment) 

but not as hgh as turbine meters. Along withverticalaxis meters, 
they are also used to measure open hannel flows.A thorough treatment 

of the use of current meters for open hannel flowmeasurement i given 
by and (49) and the Bureau ofReclamation (10).Vertical-Axis Meters - 

The most common 

vertial-axis meters are thosewth either the (or rotor or wth bucket 
wheelade up of a number of conical or hemispherical cups. In 

general, 
thebearing systems in the vertical-axis meter are simpler in 

design, morerugged, better protected from water, and onsequently, easer 
tomaintain han those of horiontal-axis meters. Bearng adjustment-susually 

less sensitive, and ther calibration at lower veloties(where 
frictonal effects are hgher) is more stable. Vertical-axsmeters operate 

in lower velocities than horizontal-axis meters, gener¬ally 
having 

lower threshold velocties of around 0.03 meters per second(0.1 or 
less. Finally a single cup rotor serves for the entirerange of velocities, 

and te rotor is repairable in the field withoutadversely affetng 
the ratng.The type Prce urrent meter is probably the most common 

type ofvertical-axis meter. This 

device has a rotor 12.7 cm (5 In.) n dam¬eter and 5 cm (2 in.) high 
wth six coneshaped cups mounted on a stain¬less steel shaft. It also 
has a vane to keep the rotor headed into theflow, an electrcal device 

to sgnal the number of revolutions, and pro¬vison for handling the 
meter. 

An assembly drawng of Prie type AAcurrent meter is given In Figure 
29. There is also a Price type current meter whh differs from the type 

AA only in its mountng yoke,contact chaber, and the absence of the 
tailpiece. For saller fowsthere is a pygmy meter that is simlar to the 
Prce meter but only abouttwo-ffts its size. The rotatonal speed of 

the pygmy rotor Is morethan twe that of the Price meters, and conequently 
its use s lmitedto velocities up to 0.9 or 1.2 (3 or 4 

fps).Horizontal-axis 
meters - Ths class of current meter is less sensitiveto 

vertical 
velocity components than is te vertical-axs 

meter, whchwll over-register In most such instances. Vertical-axis 
meters cannotcorrect for oblque flow, whereas some of the helical rotors 

ofhorizontal-axis meters are desgned to act as nearly perfect 
osinemeters. 

The horizontal-axis rotor dsturbs the flow les because 
ofits 

axial symmetry with flow direction. They also present a learerview 
to the flow than vertcal-axs meters and, consequently, areslghtly 
less susceptble to foulng. Bearing frction especially athigher 

veloites, is less than for vertical-axis meters because bending110 
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moments on the shaft are elimnated. Finally, although the horizontalaxis 
meter has a higher velocity threshold of around 0.08 (0.25 fps),It.Is 

capable of measuring higher flow velocties, with some desgnscapable 
of measurng in excess of 9 m/s (30 fps)The types 

of horizontal-axis meters in common use today are the (Dumas), and 
The Ott meter was developed inGermany, the Neyrpic meter In 

Frane, and the Haskell and Hoff theUnted States. All are preision 
Instruments that an cover widerange of flow velocities by using 

propellers with a varety of screwpitches. and (50) give a comparson of 
stream 

velocty meters, andthe reader who is further interested is referred to their discussion.No current meter is ideal for any extended period 
ofunattended operation, but they can be used to give excellent results 

inthe hands of a skilled operator. Generally they are Inexpensive, simplein 
desgn, and rugged in contruction. A major shortcomng of allrotating-element 

current meters is that their acuracy is so closelycoupled 
wit the operator. In general, it requires muh experience andgreat 

care to selet gaging sites and apply techniques in such way asto obtain 
results that approach the basi accuracy of the instrumentitself (often 
±1). Typically, It is diffcult to acheve beter than±2 or 3% acuracy 
in the field. Carter and (51) and and (52) disuss accuracy of 

current meter measuremets further,Their obstruction to the flow and 
susceptbility to fouling limit theiruse in storm and combined sewers. 

Rotating-element velocity meters areevaluated In Table 28.Other DevicesOther 
devces are available to measure the velocity of open hannel flowat 

a point wthin the 

stream They 

include 
pitot tube, eletromagnetic,venturi, thermal, optical, and other 

fundamental principles. They aredscussed in the subsetions of ths report 
that addres their partiu¬lar principles of operation, and will not be 

covered agan here. Inths use (as current meters) they all require attended 
operation.Otherwse they function as described In their indvdual 

discussions.FORCE-DISPLACEMENTThis class of Is related to the 
varable area class dscussedearlier in that both operate by a force 

due 

to te flow 
displaing 

anobstruction (prmary element) tat is immersed in the fluid. In 
efect,the drag of the obstructon is being measured, and this is related 

tothe square of the flud velocity, among other parameters whch includethe 
drag coefficent. Being proportonal to the velocity squared meansthat 
force-dsplacement meters will tend to be insensitive at very low112 
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velocities. The dependency on drag coefficient means that calibrationwill 
shft if the prmary element becomes fouled by buldup or debris.The 

seondary device measures the dsplacement of the prmary elementand 
converts this into velocity or actual discharge.Vane 

MetersThe 

vane 
meter is simply a vane hinged along ether a vertial or hori¬zontal 

ax 
and placed In the flow (Figure 30) The flowing fluid pro¬duces an 

angular displacement whch is related to velocty and read bythe secondary 
eleent.The 

vertical-axis 

vane meter is one of the most common. As indicated inFigure 30a, the 
vane may be quite short as compared wth the flow depthor, for flows 

whose levels do not hange greatly, the vane may extendover alost the 
entre flow depth n an attempt to average the velocty,The advantages of the 

vertical axis arrangement are that the counter¬balancing weight can 
be easily changed to alter flow ranges; can bemade to integrate 

velocites over a reat portion of the vertical; andits mechanical output 
can be recorded and indcated vsually. Its dis¬advantages include its 
tendency to collet debris; the high degree ofbearing fricton (reulting 

from its typically heavy weight) that addsto the low flow proble of 
ths class; and the fact thatremoval for service or repair is difficult.The 

horzontal-axis vane meter (see Figure 

30b) 
overcomes many thedisadvantages of the vertcal-axis type. Among 

it advantages are theease of changng the weght at the bottom n order 
to change ranes;its capabilty for beng installed totally suberged 

to 
avoid foulingby floating debris; its light weight and mplfed desgn 

to reducebearing friction; and the fact that Its output is usually 
electrical.On the other hand, despite its relatvely small size and weigt, 

t maynot be convenent for some installations, and there is no visual 
readoutof deflection. Both types of vane meters wll be affected by wind 

onthe exposed porton of the vane.Robnon (53) has described a somewhat 
dfferent form of the 

horizontal-axs 
vane eter that Is sometimes referred to as the meter. Itis 

designed 
for use n open channel flow, usually for small channelsless than 

0.9m (3 ft) deep and 1.8m (6 ft) wide. In te pendvane meter,the vane 
is haped to match a particular channel cross-setion so thatit dsplacement 

is the same for a particular discharge rate irrespec¬tive of the 
veloity profile (within ertain specified depth lmts)Thus the pendvane 
meter indicates discharge rate directly. Errors of±10% are possible, and 

flow range is low.Two percent mght be considered an accuracy limit 
for vane meters andacuracies of ±5% or 

more 
should be considered more typcal. For a114 
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given weight (i.e., range settng), 5:1 or so should be consdered 
atypical flow rang that these devices can handle. Vane meters 

areevaluated 
in able 29. 

PendulumThe 
pendulum 

Is 
sometimes used in open channels as currentmeter In Its mt elemental 

form It cosits of a ball (heavier thanthe fluid) suspended by a string 
(or lght cable). The angular deflec¬tion of the ball and string is 

proportonal to the flow velocity in thevcinity of the ball. Accuracies are 
poor because stream fluctuatonsmake determnation of the deflecton 

angle dficult. These are partlydue to the vortex shedding phenomenon 
discused 

earlier. Also, there isusually no method for recording the output, 
and the device must be manually operated. Acuray is further degraded 

by the complex and some¬what uncertain correcons for drag on the le 
that are required.Drag on the line s inreased greatly by floating 

debris, such as mossor grass, catching on it. Good features are that the 
drag element canbe very easily changed to alter the ranges, and the 

line can easily belengthened or shortened to measure velocity at 
various 

depths. The hydrometric pendulum is evaluated in Table 30.Target 
MeterThe target meter, discussed by Stapler 

(54), is a 
more 

sophstcatedforce-displacement device for measuring flows. The 
prmary 

element(or target) is shaped simlarly to the sharp-edged annular 
orifce. Itmounts on a support that passes through the condut wall 

via a sealed,flexible closure, and the displacement of the primary device 
is meas¬ured by a strain gage or some other suitable displacement 

measuringsecondary device (Figure 31) This meter has relatively hgh 
accura¬cies, approaching those of the orifice meter under certain 

conditons.Strictly speakng, although the target meter is a point 
velocity 

meas¬uring device, the point may be rather large so that an integratng 
ef¬fect is achieved. (55) reports that analytical and experimentalstudies 

have dcated that target meters can be designed for open cha¬nels 
of any cross-sectional shape and can indate discharge rate d¬rectly to 

better than ±3, independent of flow depth. Such meters arelimited in 

discarge meaurement primarily by the ability to predctthe general 
type 

of veloity profile existing in the flow. Typicalranges are around 

5:1. They do not appear especally suitable for usen flows containing 
suspended material such as sewage. Target metersare evaluated In 

Table 31.OterBrief mention will be made here of a few other 
force-displacement type They do 

not 

appear 
well suited for storm or combined sewerflow measurement at this 

time, but are Included nce specal adapta¬tions may be possible in some 
situations,116 
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The jet deflection meter is a development reported by (56) inwhich a 
fluid jet is directed across the flow stream towards two Ipattubes on 

the opposite sde. The flow stream displaces the jet an amountproportional 
to the flow rate, thereby reating a differential pressurebetween the 

two impact tubes that s a linear function of the flow ve¬locity of the 
measured fluid. Like many so-called devces formeasurng flow, it Is 

prmarily suitable for gas flows. It has beenused for clean water 
flow velocities from 0.03 to 0.3 ms (0.1 to1 fps). Accuraies of ±1 

have been obtaned over flow ranges of 5:1.The device does not appear 
at all suitable for dirty liquids andconsequently, will not be 

disussed further.The ball and tube consists 

of tube (usually transparent)bent through 180 degrees into some 
shape 

of an arc, semiircular beingthe orignal design. The tube s placed 
in vertical plane concaveupward, and ball (prmary element) of 

density greater than te liqudand dameter smaller than the tube is placed 
Inside. The flow reatesdrag forces on the ball, and it rses in the 

tube until they are bal¬anced by the gravity fores; thus, the position 

of the ball along thetube s a of the flow rate. The devce should not 
be confusedwith the rotameter which uses a taper so that the area 

varies as thefloat is displaced. Of course, ball and tube are only 
suit¬able for pressurized flow. They are not obtainable commercially 

(tothe 
wrters knowledge), but can be easily fabricated in the 

laboratory.Accuraces of around ±2-5 can be acheved over flow ranes of up to5l. 
When maximum desgn flow rates have been appreciably exceeded, theball 

will be lost unless provson is made for apturing It at somepoint.Another 
Interestng force-displacement type of flowmeter utilzes varable 

weight 

priniple. It consists of a vertical section of pipe (us¬ually 
transparent) 

contaning a float of density slghtly less than thatof the fluid 
to be measured. A chain is fastened to the bottom of thefloat. The device 

operates under pressurzed flow conditions with flowin the upward 
diretion. As the flow rate Increases, the float rsesand in so dong picks 

up a larger portion of the han thus effectvelyvarying its weight. 
The height of the float in the tube is a measureof the flow rate. Ths 

device 
is also not commercally available to thewriters knowledge,FORCE 

- MOMENTUMForemomentum flowmeters measure the mass flow rate of the fluid 
asopposed to ts 

volumetric flow 

rate. Several instruments for which themeasured varable s directly 
related to mass flow will be dscussedbelow. Those that add mechanical 

energy to the system, such as thetransverse mometum devces, generally 

requre a constant speed driveand rotating seals.121 



Axial Flow Mass 
MeterThe 

axal flow mass meter uses turbine driven at onstant speed 
toInduce 

a constant angular velocty to the fluid and a complementaryspring-retaned 
rotor to measure the fore requred to overcome the an¬gular 

momentum. The angular displacement of the retained rotor s d¬rectly 
related to the mass flow of the fluid. The axial-flow,transversemomentum 

devie is the most omon of this type and is aval¬able In several 
cofigurations. They can be quite accurate (±0.5 ofreading) over 

ranges, typcally, of 10:1. They clearly are suited onlyfor pressurized 

flows and lean fluids.Radial Mass 
MeterThis 

device, often 

referred to as a mass flowmeter, has a prmary element resembling a 
centrifugal pump. The luid is acceleratedradially, and the torque 

required 
to acomplsh this is proportional tothe mass flow of the fluid. 

These devices have been discussed by (57). They produce a pressure 
rise, rather than drop, and havebeen successfully used wth liquids, 

foams, and slurries. Accuracesof ±1% over of 10:1 range hav been 
achieved.Gyroscopic Mass MeterThis meter consists 

of a circular pipe 

loop, the fluid flowng throught constituting gyroscope. If a gyroscope 
is rotated about a perpen¬diular axis, a torque Is reated due to 

precesson effects. Lke theother mass flowmeters, a constant-speed motor 

and rotating seals arerequired (in one design the gyro is vibrated 
rather than rotated andflexible couplngs•replace the rotating seals). 

The meter is an unob¬structed pipe so it is suitable for handling 
troublesome liquids andflows high in solds. Presure loses are low, but 

external power Isrequired and the meter is quite expensive. Its range 
and accuracy aresmilar to the other mass meters.Magnus Effect Mass 

MetersThe Magnus effect dscussed 

by (46) and others, is 

thephenomenon that produces a dfferential orce on body spinning in 

aflow feld. (It allows golfers to slce and baseball ptchers to 
throwcurves, for example.) The force s proportonal to the fluid veloityand 

density ad to the surface speed of the rotating body among otherfactors. 
In the Magnus-effect mass meter, rotating cylinder is im¬mersed 

with its axis at right angles to the flowing stream. Sine thecross-section 
of the conduit and the surface speed of the cylinder areconstant, 

the mass flow Is a dret function of the "lift" on the cyl¬inder, 
which is measured with suitable transducers. Again, the meterrequires a 

constant speed drive and rotatng seals. The spinning cylinder poses 

a rather severe flow obstruction, and the device is notsuitable for 
dirty flows.122 



Forcemomentum meters as group are evaluated in Table 

32.THEMALThermal 

flowmeters were originally developed for the measurement of gasflows 
but have also found applicaton in liquid flows in recent tmes.In 

view of the extremely rapid response times that are achievable wthsome 
designs, they have been espeially useful in the study of turbu¬lent 

boundary layer structures and the like. Fundamentally, they allwork 
on 

the principle that heat transferred between a body and a flow¬ng 
stream 

is related to the rate of flow.Hot Tip 

MetersWhen an 

electrically heated (bead, wire, film, etc.) is placed in aflowing 
fluid, heat will be transferred from the element to the fluidat a 

rate 
thatis a function of: (a) the velocity of the flow; thetemperature, 

density, viscosity, and thermal conductivity of the luid;and the 
temperature, geometry, and propertes of the element. Ifall but oe of the 

fluid-flow and element variables are kept onstant,the heated element 
is a transducer for measuring the remainng variable.A few typical hot-tp 

element configurations are depicted in Fgure 32.Two methods are used 

in flow measurement. The first technique employsa constant current 
passing through the sensing element. Variation inflow results in changed 

element temperature; hence, canged resistane,which thereby becomes a 
measure of flow. The major drawback of theconstant current system 

is that the frequency response of sensor de¬pends not only on sensor 
characteristics, but also on flow characteris¬tics. The response depends 

on both the thermal capacty of the sensorand the heat transfer 
coefficient between the sensor and Its envron¬ment. Since the sensor 

response varies with changes in flow (changingthe heat transfer coefficient) 
the frequency ompensation of the am¬plifier must be readjusted 

whenever the mean flow changes.The constant temperature 
type 

of compensating circuitry overcomes theprmary disadvantage just 
mentioned in the constant current system byusng a feedbak loop. As the 

velocity past the sensor Increases, thesensor will tend to cool with 
a reulting derease in the resstance.Ths resistance decrease will cause 

the voltage to decrease, thus chang¬ing the input to the ampliier. The 
phase of the amplifier is such thatthis decrease in voltage will cause 
an ncrease in the output of theamplifier in order to increase the 

current through the sensor. Theoutput of the constant temperature 
system is the voltage output of theamplifier, which in turn Is the 

voltage 
required to drve the necessarycurrent through the sensor.123 
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Ling (58) Introdued the hot-film probe for use in liquid flows In 1955.Since 
then, number of Investgatons have been carried out in liquidswith 

only a few being successful. In most of these, the film was placedaway 
from the wall snce its size can interfere wth the detailed meas¬urements 

required in the sub-layer region. Indeed, different onfigura¬tions 
of flm probes have produced very different results withn thesame 

experiment even for the simple case of measuring velocity proflesIn turbulent 
flows. The one type of film probe that holds promise ofbeing 

applied to sewer flow is the flushmounted probe, because thebackng 
materal 

does not Interfere with the flow field and has the bestchances of 
physical survival in the sewer environment. Very little re¬search has 

been done to determine the feasibilty of using flush-mounted, hot-flm 
sensors for quantitative measurements In water becausethe electrolysis 
problem has only recently been solved through the useof quartz 

coatings, et al (59) give a very oncise summaryof the factors that 
significantly 

affect the stable non-drift operationof hot-film probes in water. 
Hot-tip probes are evaluated in Table 33.Cold-tip MetersHarris (60) 

has described 

a sort of inverse of the hot-tp meters. Theoperating princple of his 
devce Involves the use of a thermoeletrccooling unit to provide a cold 

surface in contact th the stream flow.The temperature of the cold surface 
is then, of course, a funtion ofstream velocity and the other 

factors 
noted n the dscussion of hot-tip devices. This approach would offer 
advantages when applied to afluid containing dissolved gases 

which 
tend to come out of soluton whenheated by a hot-tp type element. The 

temperature difference betweenthe probe and the fluid must be even 
smaller than with the hot-tip de¬vices, however, because most storm and 

combined sewer flows are closerto their freezing temperatures than 
their boiling points. The Ice for¬mations will affect calibration. 

Although 
interesting, it is not feltthat cold-tip devices are ready, as 

yet, 
for application as sewage flowmeasuring devies. Most of the evaluation 
comments of Table 33 hold forcold-tip devies also.Boundary Layer Meter 
(61, 62) and Barlow 

(63) descrbe 
boundary 

layer meter whereinthe heater and temperature measuring elements 
are on the outside of theconduit. With this design, only the layer of 

flud immediately adja¬cent to the inner wall of the conduit is heated. 
Response tmes ofundr a second are possible as is temperature 

compensaton. There isno obstruction to the flow in such a design, so 
the meter Introducesno additional head loss. Errors can result from 

changes in flud com¬position which would change the parameters affectig 
thermal devices(e.g., viscosity, specific heat, thermal conductivty, 

etc.). The de¬vce would appear to overcome many of the other 
objectionable featuresof the hot-tip designs, however. Good ranges (50:1) 

and acuracies(±1 are achievable under ideal circumstances, but should 
not be ex¬pected in a sewage easurement application.26 
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As in the case of thermal probes, it is possible to locate a number 
ofsensors along the vertal (here, around the perphery of the conduiti 
round) and thereby measure depth as well as velocity under open han¬nel 

flow 
condtions. Such designs have recently become available butexperience 

with them is lmited as yet. and Blase 

(64) describe a related device which is more properlytermed a thermal 
-flight flowmeter. It is atually a tracertechnique, but here the 

traer Is energy in the form of heat. A heaterelement is used to introduce 
a slug of heat (a thermal wave) into theboundary layer flow. 

Temperature 
compensated thermstors, located aknown distance downstream, 

were used to detect the heat pulse (extremelyomplex electronics were 
required) and its time of flght was deter¬mined. Ths velocity could be 

related, through calibration, to meanflow velocity, but accuracy and 
were poor in the deviceas designed. Thermal boundary layer meters 

are evaluated in Table 34.ELECTROMAGNETCIn 1839, Michael Faraday 

attempted 
to measure 

flow by lowering largeelectrodes into the Thames River near the 
Waterloo bridge. This experi¬ment did not succeed. Faradays Law states that 

If a conducto(ln thiscase the flowing flud) is passed through 
magnetic ield, a voltagewill be inducted across the conductor at right 

agles to both the linesof flux and the direction of moto and will be 
proportional to thevelocity of the conductor and the strength of the 

magnetc field.Today, there are a number of successful designs of 

electromagnetic flow¬meters, all based upon Faradays Law. All share the 
same fundamentalcomponents, but they differ in ther design of 

Implementation, 
rangingfrom meters for measurng pressurized flow in pipes to 

point velocitysensors. Their earliest successful adaptations were in 
sea-water ap¬plications such as current meters and logs for 

indcatingships 
speed. When applied to a pipe flowmeter, the fundamental 

com¬ponents 
are a piece of straight pipe, electrcal coils to produe amagnetc 

field perpendicular to the axis of the pipe, and a pair 
ofdiametrcally-opposed electrodes orthogonal to the magnetic field andthe 

pipe axs (Figure 33). For a veloity probe (Figure 34) the samefundamental 
components are involved, but they are in a sort of "insideout" 

arrangement as compared to the pipe meter. The theory of elec¬tromagnetic 
flow measurement is treated the monograph by (65).There are a 

number of parameters of the flowing stream that must beconsdered In 
the 

applcation 
of electromagnetic flowmeters. These in¬clude: corroion 

levels, abrasion levels, possible magnetic ontent,presence of entrained 
gases, and the abilty to coat electrodes. Thedevices can tolerate 

low 
fluid condutvity, e.g., some work with dis¬tilled water, and design 
features can be incorporated to overcome mostproblems posed by 

undesrable 
flud characterstcs.128 
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PROBEMAGNETIC 



An alternating polarity magnetc feld (ordinarily or at near 60 Hz) 
isusually generated to avoid thermoelectric effects electro-chemcal ef¬fects, 

ad DC detection problems. A diffculty is that the alternatingmagnetic 
field can cause a quadrature voltage (induced noise) problemresulting 

in an offset in the zero point (thus Indicating flow whenthere 
is none). Quadrature s not constant, but can change due to elec¬trode 

ouling (5-10 perent output zero shifts are not uncommon whenelectrode 
coating occurs) The problem is reduced by using self-cleaning 

electrodes and superimposing a signal equal in amplitude but180 degrees 
out of phase (null adjustment). One desgn uses a quadra¬ture rejection 

circuit to vrtually eliminate zero shifts. Althoughnormally used 
only under full pipe flow conditions, an electromagneticpipe flowmeter 

wll work if the ppe s less than full (e.g., down toabout half), but 
an additional measurement, the fluid depth, is requiredto determine 

flow 
rate. It Is also possible to mount a number of sen¬sors up the wall 

of the conduit to measure both velocity and depth.Such an arrangement 
should be capable of measuring both open channeland pressurized 

flows. Except in attended use as a current meter, theprobe configuration, 
beause of its neessary obstructon to the flow,is not as desirable 

for measuring storm or combined sewer flows.These devices have 

oly relatively minor disadvantages (fouling ofelectrodes in some 
designs, susceptibility to the presene of strayelectrical and magnetic 

fields) except for their relatively high powerconsumption, which 
makes battery operation for extended periods im¬pratical. Electromagnetic 

flowmeters have a number of inherent ad¬vatages. They are 
capable 

of very high accuracies (better than ±1 offull sale) over fairly 
wide ranges (20:1 or more in many standard de¬signs, and higher in 

onfigurations mentioned above) and can measureflow In either diretion. 
They introduce very little pressure loss,have no moving parts, their 

response time is rapid (less than one sec¬ond), and output is linear. 
The devices are fairly expensive, however.Electromagneti are evaluated 

in Table 35.ACOUSTICThe scientific use of acousti 

prnciples 

in instrumentation today hasts roots in the Navigation d Ranging 
(SONAR) equipment devel¬oped during the Second World War. The fundamental 

principles wereknown, of course, before that time, and the depth 
of wells has longbeen measured by discharging blank shell from 

a gun and using a stop¬watch to determine the echo return time. Because 
most equipment nuse today operates at frequencies above the audio 
range, the term ul¬trasonic is used by many wrters when referring 

to 
this class of de¬vices. A very recent article by and (66) provides 

acomprehensive survey of the field.Acoustic meters have two 
classes 

of application in flow 

measurementtoday; 
as secondary devces to continuously monitor liquid level 

(orstage) and as prmry devies to measure atual flow velocity. 
Common32 
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to both is the measurement of the travel time of acoustic pulses betweena 
transmtter and receiver. The two application will be dscussed 

iturn.Continuous 

measurement of lquid depths is accomplished by easuringthe tme 
required for an acousti pulse to travel to the liquid-air in¬terface 

(where it is reflected) and return. The transmitter and re¬ceiver 
may be separate physcal entitles or may be combned* There aretwo 

fundamental 
physical arragements as depcted in Fgure 35. Oneses ar path 

measuremet ad the other uses liquid path measurement.Although better 
short-term accuracy ca be achieved with liqud patharrangements, for 

wastewater applicatons the air path arrangement ismore common snce it 

simplifies installation Is independent of fludvelocty, and avods any 

contact with the flow.When flow (veloty) 
measurement 

is to be accomplshed, it Is not thevelocity of sound that is 
measured but, rather, the differential veloc¬ity between travel in the 

uptream and downtream direction. Since theacoustc devices are actually 
veloity sensors, the area and verticalvelocity profle across the flow 

must be known. For ope-channel flow,the depth must also be determined 
and, understandably, manufaturersgenerally use acoustic level sensors 

for this purpose. For wdely vary¬ig flow depths, sesor placement is 
ritical, and more tan one pairof sensors nay be required.As noted by 

and (66) acoustic flow 
sensing 

or measuringequipment (like sonar) falls into one of two rather broad 
categores,passive and ative. In passive operation, the transducer 

does not emitany acoustic energy but simply acts as a receiver. Flow 
swtches (onoff state indicators) usually sense the noise generated by 
the flowingstream ad provide indication that some predetermined threshold 

valuehas been exceeded. Passive flowmeters are either Immersed in 
the flow¬ing stream or, as in the case of open-channel flow, can be 

loated inar. Fundamentally, they operate on the idea that, as the flow 
in theconduit inreases, the sound level also increases in some drect 
and manner. Only two commercial frms offer such equipment, andconsiderable 

work would be required before they could be reliably usedn 
storm or combned sewer flow measurement application. This Is ds¬cussed 
further in Section VIII.There are number of active acoustic flowmeter 

designs available today.They 
all 

use at least one pair of transducer sets (transmitter/recever)so located 
that one operates aganst the direction of flow and the otheroperates 

with the flow. A few physcal arrangements are indicated inFgure 36. 
Differenes 

occur in the details of implementation; e.g.,sensor geometry, 
sensors Immersed in the flow or fastened to the outsideof the conduit, 

sensors projectng into the low, flush ounted, or re¬cessed in wells, 
etc. There are also three fundamental approaches todetermining the velocty 

of the flow present equipment designs -differential tme circuits, 
total travel time circuits and ircuits.134 
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In the differential time circuit, the dfference in the te of arrvalof 
acousti pulses, which are triggered simultaneously at each end of adagonal 

path across the stream, is measured drectly. When the twotransmitters 
send signal siultaneously toward each other, the flowof water 

will increase the effectve speed of one and decrease that ofthe other. 
The signal transmitted in the downstream direction arrivesfirst, and 
Is used to start tmer, which runs untl the signal trans¬mitted in 

upstream dretion arrives. This time increment is thus thedifferential 
between the total travel times Involved and is linearyproportional to 

the fluid velocity. The average total travel time mustalso be recorded 
to compensate for changes in the speed of sound of thefluid. Ths 

technque 
Is not well suted for small conduts with lowvelocities because 

the tme differences may be on the order ofnanosecond.In the 
total travel 

time 
circut, the flow velocity is computed by re¬solving the velocty 

component n the flow direction as computed fromthe sequential travel 
tmes 

required for pulses to travel; e.g., frstfrom the downstream sensor 
to the upstream sensor and then from the up¬stream sensor to the 

downstream 
sensor. Snce the total travel tmesare used, changes in the 

speed 
of sound i the fluid are automaticallycompensated for. Errors in 

ndiated velocity are a linear functon oftiming errors in either direction.The 
circuit technique is 

sometimes 

referred to a a pulse-repetiton frequency technique. In it, cumulative 
measurements oftravel time are made by uig the received pulse 

at the ar ed o anacoustc path to immedately trgger a seond pulse from 
the originatingtransmitter. Arrival of the second pulse triggers a 

third, 
and so on.Either the total time required for completion of a fixed 

number of cy¬cles is measured or the cycling rate is reduced to 
continuous, pulse-repetition frequency. Where a sngle pair of transducers 

is employed,measurements are made in one direction for given perod 
and then Inthe other. Sometimes two pairs of transducers are used 

(tuned to dif¬ferent frequences) and operated smultaneously. By using 
the dffer¬ence in the upstream and downstream frequencies to determine 

the flowvelocty, the dependence upon the sound velocity of the luid 
iselminated.From the foregong discusson it an be seen that one 

of 
the most 

im¬portant factors in any acoustc flow measuring devie Is the 
accuratemeasurement of time (or its Inverse, frequency) As noted by (42), 

four 
dfferent signal-reogntion methods have been used In vari¬ous 

desgns on the market today - the leading-edge detection method;a method 
that utilizes the differential of the voltage time pulse train;the 

zerocrossover method; and the phase difference method. There areadvantages 
and disadvantages to each, and competing claims have beenmade by 

proponents of one method or another.In ummary, aoutic liquid velocity 
sensors have not yet reached thestate of the 

art where they an be onsdered as simple, off-the-shelf137 



items for wastewater low application. They offer many advantages, 
buttend 

to be relatively expensive for some installaions and requirehighly 
traned technicans for their repair and maintenance. Acura¬cies 

to ±0.5 of full scale are achievable, but numbers as hgh as ±5must often 
be considered more typial, especially for a wastewaterapplcation. 
Ranges from 20:1 to 1000:1 are possble, dependng upondesign details 
discussed earler. Acoustc meters are evaluated inTable 36.DILUTIONThe 

dilution 

method can be used to measure dicharge diretly withoutexperiencing many 
of the difficultes of other devices. It can be usedin any shape of 

conduit flowing either partally full or under pressuread does not involve 
the stream dmensons or measurement of fluid properties suh as presure 

temperature or even level. t produes nopressure loss require no drop 
in hydraulic grade line, offers ob¬struction to the flow, and 

indcate 
flow rate drectly by imple theo¬retical formulas.Baically, the 

measurement of 
discharge 

by dilution methods dependupon determnng the degree of diluton 
of an added tracer solution bythe flowing water. Spencer and (67) have 

noted that dilutionmethods have been known since at least 1863. 
Although the earliesttracers were brine, radioactve and fluorecent 

dye tracers are morecommonly used today. They have greatly reduced the 
quantties of tracersubstance required and increased the accuracies 

achievable in many In¬stances. For example, the fluorescent dye can be 

quanti¬tatively detected wth an acuracy of ±1 In concentrations of 
lessthan 10 parts per bllon.There are two general techniques used in 

diluton flow measurementthe 

constant-rate Injecton method and the totalrecovery method (calledthe 
slugInjection method by ome writers). These are depcted In Fig¬ure 

37. As ts name Imples, the constant-rate Injecton method re¬quires 
that 

the tracer soluton be Injected into the flow stream to bemeasured 
at a constant flow rate for a gven perod of tme. The di¬charge s 

determined by the smple formula gven in Figure 37a involv¬ng the backgroud 
concentraton In the srea (if any) the tracercocentrato and Injecton 

rate (both presumably controlled and known)and the measured of the 
concentration-tme curve at the measure¬ment ste. In the total-recovery 

method, a known quatity of the tracersolution i Introduced into the 
stream 

In any oe of number of ways,and a contnuous sample is reoed at a 
unform rate for the entiretime needed for the traer wave to pass, in 

efect Integratng the co¬centration-time curve. This Integral is 
sometmes 

approximated by usinga series of uccessve discrete samples. The 
discharge is simply re¬lated to the total quantty of tracer injected and 

the integral of theconcentration-time curve as indicated in Figure 
37b. This latter methodrequires that the total volume of the tracer be 

accounted for at themeasurement site,138 
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Although each of these dilution methods has its advantages and 
limita¬tions, 

they are basically smilar. counter, orsome other appropriate 
Instrument is required for determining sampleconcentration, a 

method of extractng a sample for analysis is needed,and a device to ei,ter 
inject tracer at a steady known rate or withdrawsample at a steady 

(but 
not necessarily known) rate is required. Bothmethod require complete 
vertical ad lateral mixing at the measurementsite. Since vertcal 

mixng usually occurs rather rapidly as comparedto lateral mixing, the latter 
usually cotrols the distance requiredfor complete mixing, and 

hence, 
the distance between the injetion andmeasurement stes. and Bailey 

(68) provided a thorough dsussionof dye-dilution methods, in which 
they recommend alibraton of themeasurement reach (the length between 

Injection point and measurementpoint) to ascertain the requred mixng 
length and to determine rela¬tive tracer losses (due to adsorption 

by 
pipe walls or solds forexample)The effect of Inflow or outflow 

in the 

measurement reach will cause thepoint of flow determination to shft for a 
dilution-type measurement.Where there i no inflow or outflow n the 

measurement reah, the mea¬sured flow will be the flow occurring at any 
point in the reach. Ifthere is Inflow withn the meaurement reach and 

it is totally mxedwith the stream at the measurement point, the 
flow 

measured will be thatat the measurement point, not the injection point. 
If there is outflow the measurement reach but after complete mixing 

of the tracer hasoccurred, the flow measured will be tha at the injection 
point, notthe measurement point. et al (69) report ahieving 

acuracies 
of better than 

±1% 
inlaboratory lume measurement using dye dilution techniques and 

(70), 
making dye-dilution discharge measurements on the River under 

total ice cover, obtained agreement of better than+2 (+0.6 in one 
case) as ompared with current meter measurements. (71) reports obtaning 

accuracies better than ±3% using rado-isotopes as tracer. He 
found that, in the concrete-lined trapezodalchannel used n hs study, the 

length required for almost complete mix¬ing was 250 to 300 times the 
flow depth. Ranges of 1000:1 or bettercan be ahieved. One popular use 

of the technique is to calibrate otherprimary devices. The main 
disadvantages of dilution techniques are thecost asscated with the 
instrumentaton 

required for determining tracerconentratons the lack of In 
some 

of their designs, and therequred training for operator personnel. The 
diluton method is eval¬uated In Table 37.OTHERThere are a number of less 

widely ued flow measurements that do notfit well under any of the 
more 

traditional 

classficatons 

discussedso far. They will be discussed here.141 
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A fairly 

recent tehnique for measurng the velocity of flow in alquid 
stream makes use of the effect. Such devices, calledscatter frequency 

shift devces by some writers, may utlize anyone of number of 
forms of radiated energy, includng ultrasonicwavelengths, infrared, 

ultravolet, laser, etc. They operate onthe principle that 
when 

beam of energy s projected into a non-homogeneous liqud, it 
is scattered by suspended matterIn the fluid, and some of t is 

reflected back to a recever. Owingto the doppler effect, the frequency 
of the return signal reflectedfrom the in the fluid differs from 

that of the trans¬mitted signal provded there is a net movement 
of the geneities respect to the transmitter or receiver. This frequeny 

shiftIs directly related to the velocity of the (aong otherfactors) 
and, if they are stationary with respet to the lquid, tothe 

flow 
velocity itself. The scatterers can range from solid parti¬cles 

to ga bubbles, the only requirement being that the move atthe same 
velocity as the flow transportng them.It is pointed out that such 

devices usually sense velocty only In avery small 

region (where the transmitter and receiver signals cross)and, hence, 
knowledge about the veloity profile is normally necessaryin order 

to infer total flow quantities. For example, at acousticfrequences of 
5-10 MHz, the reverberaton volume s on the orderof 0.003m (0.01 

ft) in dameter. This has been used to advantagein laboratory studes 
of boundary layer development using devices. devces ave been 

Investgated by the U.S. GeologalSurvey over a period o several 
years. As noted 

by (42), therexperence has been less than totally successful. Under 
good con¬ditions, I.e., size and oncentration of suspended mat¬ter, 

the meter functions very well, but whe concentratons are toolow 
(or particle sizes too small) or too hgh, there is eithersporadic or 

no sigal return. A further limitation of such devicesis the need 
for temperature and composition compensaton. Underdeal condtions, 

Doppler meters can yield accuracies of ±0.5% overrages of 10:1 
or hgher. They are expensive, however, and lttleappliations data 

are available. Doppler meters are evaluated inTable 38.OpticalThe 
U.S. Geological Survey and the California Department of WaterResources 

have developed a meter whch uses optcal methods todetermine 

surface 

velocities 

of streams; see and (49) or Smoot (42). The meter is a 
devce and essentially143 
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consists of a lowpower telescope, set of mirrors on the peripheryof 
drum, variable-speed motor that rotates the drum at 

precisely-controlled 
speeds, and tachometer for determning dru rotationalspeed. 

Velocity measurements are made from an observation pointabove 
the stream. Light coming from the water surface s reflectedby 

the mirrors into the lens system and eyepece. By adjusting therotational 
speed of the dru, the apparent motion of the water ur¬face 

images reflected by the mirrors slows down and stops, appearingas i the 
surface of the water was beig vewed while moving alongexactly n 

pace with it. The velocity can be determned by knowngthis "null" 
speed of rotation and the vertical distance rom thewater surfae 

to 
the optical axs of the meter.The meter is a 

lght-weight, battery-powered unt that has no partsin contact with the 
flowing stream. It can be used for qute hghvelocity streams and 

for flows heavily laden wth debrs and sed¬ment (it was developed 
for flood use) It is not useful for lowvelocty, tranquil flows but 

has been used successfully to measurevelocties ranging from 1.5 
to 

15.2m/s (5 to 50 fps). The opticalmeter Is evaluated in Table 
39.ElectrostaticA very recent 

development by 

(72) is the electrostatic flowmeter. The concept arose from the 
observation that a stream of waterdischarging from a pipe into air 

appeared to possess a surroundingelectrical field or charge. Expermental 
tests have been run usingwater as the flowing medium. The 

voltage between two dissimilarmetal pipe sections (electrcally 
Insulated from each other) wasmeasured at different controlled rates 

of flow, most of whih werewithn the laminar range,It is well 
established that a potential 

difference exists betweentwo diferent mtals immersed in a fluid 
cotaing ions of the metals,This is observed in the experimental set-up 
just desribed when thereIs no flow Increasing the flow rate was found 

to produe a imme¬diate decrease n the voltage. Decreasing the 
flow 

rate, however,caused an Increase in the voltage whih required 
some time beforeit would steady out. The voltage levels were also 

functons ofcertan elements of the sytem geometry (e.g., length 
of insulationbetween the two ppe sectons) the type of metal pipe 

sections(steel and copper were used) and perhaps of the nature 
of the fluid(e.g., conductivity) as well. The method at present 

requires 
thatthe ppe be flowing full and under pressure. It offers no 

obstruc¬tion to the flow, head loss, etc., and could be rather 
inexpensvef it utlizes the natural elements of a flud-pipe system. 
It 

ispresently the subject of continuing research and cannot be 
consderedas fully understood or suitable for practical use at this time. 

There¬fore, no further discusion will be given.145 
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